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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Why do some people repeatedly fail, even when they 

have the ability to succeed? Failure is a common 

experience among humans. What separates those who 

overcome their failures from those who never reach 

beyond that state? These questions have long plagued 

educators. Due to the complexity of humans, answers are 

not easily come by. Certain theories do, however, hold 

possible answers to this important question. One such 

theory is learned helplessness. It is the design of 

this study to investigate the role that. learned 

helplessness plays in the process of acquisition of 

knowledge. This chapter will explain present theory on 

the interaction between learned helplessness and the 

learning process, the research in this area, and the 

purpose of the present study. 

Learned Helplessness Theory 

Most people can tell you about times in their lives 

when they were frustrated and even depressed because 

they felt ineffective in a situation. This is 

particularly true for students. What student has not, 
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at some t1me, res1gned h1m or herself to absolute apathy 

because of feelings of "Just not understanding this 

material"? In such a situation, the student may wei 1 be 

experiencing learned helplessness, a general sense of 

resignation resulting from repeated failure CSeligman, 

1975). Learned helplessness is a psychological 

phenomenon involving a disturbance in motivation, 

cognitive processes, and emot1onality as a result of 

previous experiences with uncontrol lability <Maier & 

Seligman, 1976; Seligman, 1975). 

The phenomenon of learned helplessness is typically 

associated with the process of learn1ng. The original 

formulation of the learned helplessness theory was· 

derived from stud1es of operant and class1cal 

conditioning COvermier & Seligman, 1967; Seligman & 

Maier, 1967>. The premise of this initial theory was 

that acquisition of learned helplessness is derived from 

an expectancy for reward or punishment and is based on 

reinforcement contingencies. When the organism 

perceives no true relationship between its actions and 

the negat1ve or positive reinforcer, the organism 

seemingly makes no attempt to bring about change 

<Seligman, 1975). 

Learned helplessness has been studied and observed 

in organisms ranging from rats to humans. The basic 

findings from these studies have been that learned 



helplessness demotivates, frustrates, and depresses the 

organisms experiencing it <Seligman, 1975). This 

concept has been applied to a diversity of human 

experiences, most notably depression, death, and 

achievement c for a review, see Se 1 r gman, 1975) . 

3 

Although this original theory was quite 

revolutionary in explaining learning deficits and 

depression, it did not account for Individual 

differences. Consequently, the reformulation of the 

learned helplessness theory <Abramson, Seligman, & 

Teasdale, 1978) went beyond the strict behavioral stance 

and incorporated a cognitive-behaviorist approach. 

Based largely upon self-efficacy and social learning 

theory <Bandura, 1977), the theory shifted to an 

emphasis on attributional styles as the primary 

determinant of the effects of noncontingent 

reinforcement situations. 

Given two students of equal intelligence and 

ability at time A but disparate performances on the same 

task at time B, what factors intervene to create this 

disparity? Based on the learned helplessness framework, 

the differences are in the students/ cognitions and 

motivations. 

If attributional style Influences the 

interpretation of situations, it would make sense that a 

gender difference may exist. Such a difference between 
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genders has been establ 1shea, particularly in the area 

of mathematical acheivement <Fennema & Sherman, 1977; 

Fox, 1976; Hilton & Berglund, 1974; Maccoby & Jacklin, 

1974). This difference is further compounded by the 

effect of attributional style. A difference in 

attributional style across sexes has been demostrated in 

several studies CAbramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; 

Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, & Enna, 1978). These studies 

generally support the theory that females tend to have 

more self-derogating attr1butional styles and they are 

less resilient in the face of failure, while males have 

more self-serving attributional styles. This tendency 

leads females to be more susceptible to learned 

helplessness 1n situations of failure. 

Regarding an academic experience, the theory 

contends that the demotivat1ng effect of learned 

helplessness inhibits future learning <Covington & 

Omelich, 1981; Weiner, Heckhausen, & Cook, 1972). 

Obviously, such an experience hampers the educational 

process. Elimination of educational practices that 

induce or augment learned helplessness would, therefore, 

be important in developing an effective educational 

system. 

In summary, the literature supports the hypothesis 

that the acquisition of knowledge can be impaired or 

arrested, via learned helplessness, by repeated failure. 



This has a direct bearing on formal educative practices. 

This study attempts to investigate one unexamined area 

of application of the learned helplessness theory: 

testing methods.· The question being raised for this 

study is: What effect does initial exposure to 

extremely difficult test items have on subsequent 

performance with similar items? 

5 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to measure, in a 

college student population, the effect of exposure to 

mathematical items of differential levels of difficulty 

on subsequent performance. Based on learned 

helplessness theory, it would make sense that testing 

methods which utilize highly difficult test items would 

have a propensity to induce conditions of learned 

helplessness. It is assumed that the difficult items 

wil 1 induce frustration andVor failure in the students, 

while easier items will have a reinforcing effect. If 

such an assumption is correct, then testing methods that 

introduce difficult/challenging material, without first 

allo~in~ students to develop a sense of confidence and 

control over the material, may demotivate students and 

inhibit future learning experiences with similar 

material. 
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Statement of Hypothesis 

Based on the ~esea~ch and theo~y. it is assumed 

that ~epeated attempts to solve ext~emely difficult 

items would ~esult in lowe~ed expectations of ability to 

co~~ectly solve simi la~ items In the futu~e. The deg~ee 

and du~ation of such an effect would, howeve~. be 

dependent upon the cognitive att~ibutions made by the 

individual. Thus, the dependent measu~e wil 1 be eithe~ 

positively o~ negatively affected by the subJects/ 

att~ibutional styles <self-se~ving vs. self-de~ogating; 

Mille~ & Ross, 1975), depending on the condition and 

type. As the~e is a tendancy fo~ females to maKe mo~e 

self-de~ogating att~ibutions and to pe~fo~m less 

successfully in mathematics, gende~ is also expected to 

be a significant va~iable. 

To summa~ize, the facto~s of (a) test item 

difficulty level, <b) att~ibutional style, and (c) 

genae~ we~e established as having st~ong potential 

Influence on subsequent pe~formance on mathematical 

items. These three facto~s. then, have di~ect bearing 

on this present study. A sepa~ate hypothesis was set 

fo~th for each of these facto~s. Because the 

independent va~iable of expe~imental condition <Group A 

vs. G~oup B) is the main focus of the study, the p~ima~y 

hypothesis concerns this facto~. The othe~ two 

va~iables <attributional style and gende~) a~e seen as 
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secondary in the study. Consequently, two supporting 

hypotheses, related to these factors, are also proposed. 

The specific directional hypotheses of this study are as 

follows: 

H1 : The mean criterion score of subjects who receive 

initially difficult items <Group A) on the sequential 

numbers test will be significantly lower than the mean 

score of the subJects who received initially easy items 

<Group B> on the same measure. 

H2: Subjects with self-serving attributional styles 

<Ass> wil I demonstrate a higher performance level on the 

criterion measure than those with self-derogating styles 

<Asn>· 

H3 : Females wil I have a lower performance levels and 

make more self-derogating attributions than males. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter reviews the existing theoretical and 

experimental literature which is relevant to the present 

study. The chapter first discusses the original 

formation of the learned helplessness theory. Next is a 

description of the reformation of the learned 

helplessness theory. Finally, these theories and 

related research are examined as they have been applied 

to the education process. 

Learned Helplessness: Original Formation 

In 1948, researchers (Mowrer & Vlek, 1948> reported 

an unusual finding in their study with rats. The 

researchers were conducting an experiment in which rats 

received electrical shock after being fed. The 

researchers observed that the rats were more likely to 

eat if they could control the shock. The key factor 

involved in the classical conditioning effects was the 

ability to control the aversive stimulus. This was the 

first report that demonstrated the basic components of 

learned helplessness. 

8 
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Nearly 20 years elapsed between the published 

findings of Mowrer and Viek and the next reported study 

of this peculiar phenomenon. The actual term and 

concept of learned helplessness was first developed in a 

serindipitous fashion by researchers at the University 

of Pennsylvania COvermier & Seligman, 1967; Seligman & 

Maier, 1967). In this experiment, the researchers were 

examining the effects of electric shock in classical 

conditioning with dogs. The dogs that received 

unescapable, unpredictable shock made no effort to 

escape later when they had an opportunity to do so. The 

dogs had to be dragged from their cage many times before 

they began to make any effort of their own volition. 

The researchers termed this phenomenon "learned 

helplessness" because the dogs had seemingly been taught 

to feel helpless. 

Later research showed that the phenomenon occurs 

also in humans <Hirota & Seligman, 1975>. In this 

study, the researchers found that students subjected to 

uncontrolled noise performed worse on a written test 

than did a control group. Other researchers 

investigated the role of learned helplessness in the 

education of children when this education involved 

noncontigent reinforcement (Dweck & Reppucci, 1973>. 

Since the mid-70/s, there has been a plethora of 

research on the applications of the learned helplessness 
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theory to humans, particularly in the area of depression 

<e.g., Kle1n & Seligman, 1976; Miller & Seligman, 1975). 

The experience of depression seems to be entirely 

analogous to the laboratory studies of learned 

helplessness. 

Learned Helplessness Reformulated 

The learned helplessness theory has had a great 

impact on the psychological community, as evidenced by 

the large quantity of research in the area. The theory 

was, however, found to be inadequate in that it failed 

to fully explain IndiVidual differences in 

susceptibility to learned helplessness. These 

inadequacies were overcome by Incorporating the 

behavioral perspective of the original theory w1th 

theories emphas1z1ng the Importance of cognitive 

processes. Two major influences In the reformulation 

were J.B. Rotter and Albert Bandura. Rotter <1966) 

described the differential cognitive appoaches of 

internal and external views. Bandura advanced the 

concept of self-efficacy as a major component in task 

motivation and performance <1977). According to the 

self-efficacy theory, anticipated ability to complete a 

given task determines the degree to which an individual 

is motivated to complete the task. 

Borrowing upon the research and theorles of such 

cognitive behaviorists, the original learned 
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helplessness theory was reformulated to incorporate the 

lndividual/s attributional style regarding events 

<Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). In this revised 

theory, an individual/s overal 1 response to failure is 

largely dependent on h1s or her explanation for the 

failure. In the1r article, Abramson et al. proposed 

that the learned helplessness response involves three 

dimensions of attribution; internal vs. external, global 

vs. specific, and stable vs. instable. Internal, 

specific, and instable attribut1ons tend to reflect a 

perceived sense of control. Conversely, external, 

global, and stable attributions for fal Jure tend to 

reflect a sense of noncontrol, or learned helplessness. 

Subsequent research has supported this theory <e.g. 

Alloy, Abramson, Peterson, & Seligman, 1984; Peterson & 

Seligman, 1984). 

Applied research on learned helplessness has 

prol iterated in many directions, including the area of 

education. In the educational process, students 

experience learned helplessness in response to repeated 

fail~re? thereby reducing motivation and lowering 

feelings of self-efficacy. These feelings result in 

further failure, and the cycle continues. This 

proposit1on has been substantiated by many 

researchers <e.g. Brewin & Shapiro, 1985; Cooper, 1979; 

Dweck & Licht, 1980; Johnson, 1981; Luchow, Crowl, & 



Kahn, 1985). Covington & Omel 1ch (1981> reported 

decreased motivation in undergraduate col lege students 

when they experience subjective failure attributed to 

persona 1 i nabi 1 i ty. 

Summary 

12 

In summary, the research on learned helplessness 

tends to support the idea that situations in which an 

organism feels a lack of control over its environment 

induce a state of assumed helplessness. This helpless 

state results in a decrease 1n all efforts to effect 

change. For humans, the degree to which the environment 

1nauces such a state depends largeiy on the causal 

attributions made regarding the event<s). When the 

learned helplessness model is applied to education, it 

has been demonstrated that repeated fa1 lure has a 

negative effect on future performance. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter presents in detail the research 

methology used in this study. It first describes the 

pilot study conducted to develop and validate the 

instrument to measure the dependent variable. Then the 

main study is described in detail, providing information 

about the subJects participating in the study and the 

materials used in the study, including standardization 

procedures. Finally, the procedures for conducting the 

experiment and for analyzing the data are then provided. 

Pilot Study 

Purpose 

The design of the experiment required an assessment 

instrument that was composed of individual items of a 

similar type, each standardized for the target 

population. Given these requirements, it was determined 

that developing such an instrument would be the most 

appropriate action. Doing this insured a more 

representative norm group for the experimental group and 

insured an instrument more consistent with the 

experimental design. 

13 
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l1aterials 

In order to minimize extraneous effects of previous 

exposure or learning, the type of items used needed to 

be somewhat novel. Sequential number completions 

provided a unique learning problem. A sequential number 

completion Involves a series of numbers listed in a 

consistent pattern Ce.g. 2, 4, 6, 8, ?). The pattern 

may be based on either addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division, or a combination of any two of 

those operations. Subjects were asked to find the next 

logical number in the sequence and were given four 

possible answers to choose from. 

The first step taken In this process was to 

generate enough of these items to construct two 20-item 

tests with five items 1n common. To gather a variant 

range of difficulty levels, a large pool of items was 

generated. 

SubJects 

For the pilot study, 36 undergraduate students from 

a large Southwestern university were used as subjects. 

These subjects were drawn from the same student 

population as the subjects used in the primary 

experiment, as described later in this chapter. Subject 

participation was purely voluntary, with no form of 

reward being provided for participation. 
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Procedures 

The 60 items were divided into three groups of 20 

<see Appendices A, B, C>. The items for al 1 three 

groups were arranged according to level of complexity. 

The items were administered to the subJects, with each 

subject receiving one of the three 20-item groups. A 

standard set of instructions <see Appendix D> was read 

aloud to the subjects. The method of administration was 

identical to that in the primary experiment, as 

described in detail later In this chapter. Immediately 

after administration and completion of the items, 

subJects were given Information on the full nature and 

purpose of the stuay.· 

Primary Experiment 

Sub.jects 

The subject group was composed of 140 undergraduate 

students from a large state university in the Southwest. 

The subjects were recruited through Introductory 

Psychology courses. No specifications were placed on 

the subject pool. Each subject participated voluntarily 

for extra credit in a psychology ciass. 

Demographic iriformation on the subjects was 

collected on the cover sheet of the test protocol <see 

Appendix E>. This information revealed that the subject 

group was composed of 39 males and 101 females. The age 

of subjects ranged from 17 to 45, but the majority fel 1 
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between 18 and 21. The maJo~ity of subjects we~e also 

f~eshman and caucasian. The ful 1 demog~aph1c 

info~mation is represented in Table I. 

TABLE I 

SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

Sex Age College-Year Ethnicity 

Male: 27.9% <18: .7% 
Female: 72. 1% 18: 55% 

19-21: 33.6% 
>21: 10.7% 

Fresh: 
Soph: 
Junior: 
Senior: 

62.9% 
22.1% 
11.4% 

3.6% 

Cauc: 89.3% 
Asian: . 7% 
Black: 2. 1% 
Hi sp. : . 7% 
NatAm: 6.4% 

Materials 

Seguential Number Completion Test <Form A and B). 

After data collection from the original 60 items was 

completed, each item was statistically analyzed for 

difficulty <percentage of correct responses) and 

discrimination. Based on this information, 35 items 

were selected for the two experimental tests. For the 

difficult form, 15 items were needed and for the easy 

form, 15 items were also needed. There were five common 

items for both forms, which served as the dependent 



variable measure. The criterion for test item selection 

is represented in Table II. 

TABLE II 

TEST ITEM SELECTION CRITERIA 

Difficulty Level 

Difficult 
Moderate 
Easy 

% of Correct Responses 

0 - 45% 
60 - 70% 
90 - 100% 

Two forms of the test were generated <see 

Appendixes F and G). Each form consisted of 20 

sequential number items, as previously described. Both 

test forms were composed of four pages. with each page 

containing five items. The forms differed on the first 

17 

15 items. The independent variable in the study was the 

level of difficulty of the first 15 items. One test 

contained initially difficult items, while the other 

test contained initially easy items. Group A received 

the test containing the difficult set of items and Group 

B received the test with the easy set of items. 
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Attrlbutional Style Questionnaire cASO>. The 

Att~ibutional Style Questionnai~e <ASQ; Pete~son,Semmel, 

von Baeue~. Ab~amson, Metalsky, & Seligman, 1982) was 

developed to assess the const~ucts ~elated to the 

~evised lea~ned helplessness theo~y <see Appendix H). 

In this questionnai~e. subjects a~e p~esented six 

positive and six negative events. Subjects p~ovide 

thei~ causal att~ibution fo~ the event and ~ate thei~ 

att~ibution on a 7-point 1 ike~t-type scale. Fo~ each 

event p~esented, the~e a~e th~ee scales, ~ep~esenting 

the th~ee gene~al att~ibutional components of lea~ned 

helplessness Cglobal/speclfic, inte~nal/external. and 

stable/instable), fo~ a total of 48 ~esponse items. The 

test yields fou~ sco~es, one fo~ each of the th~ee 

gene~al dimensions, and one combined sco~e. 

The ASQ has ~epo~ted inte~nal ~eiiabilities, 

est1mated by C~onbach/s <1951) coefficient alpha, 

~anging f~om .44 to .69 fo~ the specific dimensions and 

.75 fo~ the composite sco~e <Pete~son et al ., 1982). In 

the same study, the ~esea~che~s ~epo~ted five-week 

test-retest co~relations ranging from .57 to .70. 

In the present study, the composite ASQ sco~es 

<derived by subt~acting the negative event composite 

sco~e f~om the positive event composite score) were used 

as an independent va~iable. This composite sco~e has 

been used to produced two profiles, desc~ibed as 
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"self-serving" and "self-derogating" <Mi 1 ler & Ross, 

1975). Such profiles were used for purposes of this 

study. To catergorize subjects as either self-serving 

or self-derogating, a median split was conducted on the 

composite score., Those subjects scoring above the 

median were classified as self-serving, those below as 

self-derogating. 

Design 

The experiment was des1gned to measure the effects 

of frustration related to learned helplessness on test 

performance. Specifically, the design was two fold. Its 

goals were to: a) compare subject performance across 

groups, with Group A receiving intial ly difficult items 

and Group B receiving initially easy items; and b) 

assess the effects of attributional style of subjects 

within each group. 

The structure of the study involved analyzing 

subJect performance on the cr1terion test 1tem against 

the three primary independent variables of between-group 

treatments <easy vs. difficult), within-group 

attr1butional styles <self-serving vs. self-derogating), 

and gender <male vs. female). Since the study involved 

more than one independent measure <test difficulty and 

attributional style), analysis of variance or ANOVA 

2X2X2 factoral design was the most appropriate type of 

statistical computation. The study was conducted in two 
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maJor phases. The first step, previously described, 

involved running a pilot study to assess possible 

experimental design difficulties and to collect data 

necessary for creating the two test protocols. The 

second phase involved conducting the actual experiment. 

Procedures 

The experiment was run in groups of 10 to 20 

subjects to simulate a classroom environment. AI 1 

groups were run within a two week period. During the 

sessions, both forms of the sequential numbers test were 

administered simultaneously and randomly distributed. 

It was believed that simultaneous administration of both 

test forms would reduce the like! ihood of cheating. and 

enhance the subjects' uncertainty regarding their 

performance relative to other subJects. 

Prior to administration of the test, a standard set 

of instructions were read aloud to the subjects <see 

Appendix I). Examples of the test items were provided 

to allow the subjects to become fami I iar with the items. 

To insure equal opportunity for both groups on each 

section and item on the test, the test was timed. The 

subjects were allowed three minutes and 45 seconds to 

complete each page <45 seconds per item). After that 

period of time, al 1 subjects were instructed to stop 

work on that page and advance to the next page. If 

subjects completed a page before the a! loted time, they 
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were not permitted to progress beyond that po1nt until 

time was cal led. The total time allowed to complete the 

test was 15 minutes. 

Following the completion of the test, the subjects 

completed the Attributional Style Questionnaire <ASQ) to 

determine their general attributionai style. There was 

no time limit on the completion of this questionnaire. 

Once a subject completed the instrument, he or she was 

free to leave. 

Subjects were not ful Jy 1nformed to the true nature 

of the study until al 1 of the subject groups were run. 

This was done to minim1ze subject-interactlon effects. 

Subjects were provided w1th general 1nformat1on 

necessary for consent prior to the experiment. Ful 1 

debr1ef1ng occurred immediately after al 1 data had been 

collected, and was accomplished by distribution of a 

letter to each participant. The letter described the 

ful 1 nature, purpose, and predicted results of the 

study. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Using the 2X2X2 ANOVA statistical formula, the 

three research hypotheses of this study were tested. 

The two supporting hypotheses <H2 and H3 ) were found to 

be statistically significant, but the primary hypothesis 

of the study <H 1 ) was not significant. Additionally, 

when the three experimental factors <group, 

attributional style, and gender> were tested for two-way 

interaction, no significance was found in any of the 

combinations, but significance was found for the 

three-way interaction. The remainder of this chapter 

will be concerned with detailing the specific data 

pertaining to these hypothesis, presented via outlined 

discussions and tables. 

Effects of Difficulty Level on Criterion Performance 

Surprisingly, the data pertaining to H1 produced 

opposite effects than that predicted. That is to say, 

the subjects in Group A tended to perform better on the 

criterion items than did the Group B subjects. The mean 

scores for Groups A and B were 2.100 and 2.457 

respectively. The mean scores for each sub-group are 

22 
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represented in Table III. Although the results fel 1 1n 

the opposite direction of that predicted, the difference 

was stilI not great enough to produce significant 

results, with F= 2.42 and p < .12 <see Table IV). For 

H1 , then, the nul 1 hypothesis cannot be rejected. 

Group A 

Group B 

TABLE I II 

MEAN VALUES FOR ALL GROUPS 

Self-Derogating <SD) 
Male Female 

3.25 1.86 

2.00 1. 78 

Self-Serving <SS) 
Male Female 

3. 11 2.55 

3.45 1.93 

Effects of AttrlbUtionaj Style on Criterlon 

Performance 

H2 pertained to the effect of attributional style 

on the subJect~s criterion performance. Specifically, 

it was predicted that, in both experimental conditions, 

subjects with self-serving attributional styles would 

perform better on the criterion questions than subjects 

with self-derogating styles. As shown in Table III, the 



only group in which the self-serving subJects did not 

perform better than the1r self-aerogating counterparts, 

TABLE IV 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FIGURES 

Source F score p value 

Sex 16.42 .001 

Group 2.42 .12 

ASQ 3.99 .05 

Sex X Group . 05 NS 

Group X ASQ .01 NS 

Sex X ASQ . 12 NS 

Sex X Group X ASQ 4.36 .039 
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was in the Group A males. When statistically analyzed, 

the data bore out this hypothesis in the direction 

predicted. The F score for the factor of attributional 

style was 3.99, which is statistically significant at 

the .05 alpha level <see Table IV>. However, as also 

represented in Table IV, when attributional style was 

combined with gender <ASQ X Gender> or test condition 
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<ASQ X Group), the F scores were .05 and .12 

respectively; thus, no significant interaction was found 

for either combination. 

Effects of Gender on Criter1on Performance 

H3 pertained to the effect of gender on criterion 

performance. This hypothesis was strongly supported, as 

females did consistantly perform worse than males across 

all groups. Table III demonstrates that the mean score 

for females was lower when compared with males in al 1 

conditions. These results produced a strong 

within-group difference <F = 16.42>, which is 

statistically signif1cant at the .001 alpha level. 

Three-way Interact1on 

When experimental condition, attributional style, 

and sex <Group X ASQ X Gender) were computed in the 

ANOVA equation <see Table IV), a significant 

between-group interaction emerged in the three-way 

analysis <F = 4.36, p < .039). The interaction 

indicates that, when separated according to the three 

factor matrix, the sub-groups tend to take on patterns 

different from each other. Although no specific 

hypothesis was formulated for the three-way interaction, 

this may be the most significant result produced in the 

study. The meaning of the interaction and its possible 

implications are explored further in Chapter V. 
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Summary 

The data from the study was analyzed to test the 

three experimental hypotheses using a 2X2X2 factoral 

analysis. The primary hypothesis <H 1 ) was not found to 

be statistically significant, and, in fact, the results 

were opposite to that predlcted. The two support1ng 

hypotheses <H 1 and H2 ), however, were each supported 

individually. When any two factors were comb1ned no 

statistical significance was found in their interaction. 

Interestingly, significance was found in the three-way 

interaction <Group X ASO X Gender). 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

What do these results mean? The basic hypothesis 

of the study <H 1> was not supported, while the two 

supporting hypotheses were. Perhaps the most intriguing 

aspect of these results was that the data concerning 

effects of item difficulty level fell in the opposite 

direction of that hypothesized. Another very notable 

product of the statistical analysis was the significance 

of the three-way interaction, despite the lack of 

significance in any two-way interactions. 

In regard to H1 , two types of conclusions seem to 

be plausible: either the premise of the formulated 

hypothesis was incorrect or the research design was 

inadequate for measuring the proposed phenomenon. 

Because the sample size was adequately large and 

the methods for conducting the experiment were 

consistent and designed to reduce extraneous variables, 

reliability of the experiment is unlikely to be a source 

of error. In the researcher/s estimation, the 

experimental weakness stems more from problems of 

validity. If we are not to discard the learned 
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helplessness theory. it must be assumed that the 

conditions for the phenomenon were not present. As 

discussed 1n Chapter I and II. the support for the 

learned helplessness theory as applied to education has 

been overwhelming. The most probable conclusion, then, 

is that the results reflect a weakness in the 

experimental design. This chapter examines the 

weaknessness of the study, implications of the study 

results, ana suggestions for additional research In this 

area. 

Imp! ications 

As previously stated, the data heavily supported 

the sex difference predictions, with females performing 

worse than males in al 1 cases. Attributional style was 

also statistically significant, supporting the 

contention that self-serving styles are more resiliant 

to difficult tasks than self-derogating styles. There 

seems to be no connection between the variables of 

gender and attributional style, as virtually no 

interaction was found 1n the two-way analysis. Although 

a direct interaction may not exist, these two factors 

may be related on an indirect level. The connection 

emerges when these two factors are combined with the 

experimental conditions <Group A vs. Group B). This 

wil I be explored more thoroughly when discussing the 

three-way interaction. 



The primary focus of the study was to examine the 

effect of the independent var1able <item diff1culty 

level) on subsequent performance. Although the 

hypothesis was not supported, the results were stil 1 

noteworthy: They were generally opposite to that 

predicted. Other than for self-serv1ng males, all 

groups of subjects performed better in the Group B 

condition <difficult items> condition. 
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The differences might be attributable to random 

error. This is unl1kely, however, because alI but one 

sub-group in the difficult item condition <Group A) 

attained higher scores than the counterparts in the easy 

item condtion <Group B>. The overall difference between 

the scores for Group A and Group B was only 

statistically signlficant at the .141 level; therefore, 

any 1nterpretat1on at this level must be made 

cautiously. 

Influencing Factors 

As mentioned before, the subjects receiving 

difficult test items tended to perform better on the 

moderately difficult criterion items, as compared with 

the subjects receiving easy items. It would appear that 

the Group B subjects were motivated, even challenged by 

the difficult items. To explain the occurrence of a 

phenomenon so contrary to that predicted, the design of 

the study must be closely examined. 
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It is important to remember that the experiment was 

designed to simulate a classroom as closely as possible. 

This type of des1gn, combined with constraints of 

subject recruitment, time, and fac1 1 ities, made certa1n 

weaknesses inherent in the study. 

There are three factors to consider in relation to the 

experimental design: brevity of the test, lack of 

personal investment in performance, and lack of direct 

performance feedback. 

Brevity of the Test 

Regarding brevity, the problem was a limitation of 

time and extensiveness of the mathematical test the 

subJects took. It only consisted of 15 test items 

tal lowed by five criterion items. Whether such a brief 

exper1ence could constitute a learning situation seems 

to be highly questionable. Fifteen items may be an 

insufficient number of trials to establish an efficacy 

or outcome expectancy for future trial outcomes. As the 

learned helplessness theory contends, expectations for 

future outcomes are integral to the learning experience 

<Abramson, Garber, & Seligman, 1980). 

Investment 

Another consideration connected with the study 

des1gn is the degree of subject investment. The 

assumption that the subjects~ mot1vational level or 

investment in the mathematical test would be strong 
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enough to influence their overal 1 mot1vation or 

cognitive set may have been somewhat errorneous. 

Naturally, a subject participating in a study only for 

extra credit would not have the same degree of personal 

investment in his/her performance as someone in an 

actual academic setting. It makes 1ntuit1ve sense that 

failure at a task perceived as trivial would not have 

the same impact as failure at a task viewed as integral 

to self-esteem. Hol ion and Garber <1980) have suggested 

that degree of value an individual places on task 

performance directly affects the intensity of success 

or failure. Although the reformed learned helplessness 

theory accounts for subjective interpretation of an 

event, it doesn't specifically account for personal 

investment. Th1s may be an element that warrants 

further clarif1cat1on. 

Fee aback 

Perhaps the most important cons1deration in 

explain1ng the absence of learned helplessnes effects in 

the study is the factor of feedback. In an attempt to 

repl1cate a classroom setting, the experimental design 

made no effort to provide direct feedback to the 

subjects regarding their performance. Failure or 

success was left for subjective interpretation. The 

implications of this aspect of the study may be the most 

important. The overal 1 data and literature in this area 
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seem to support feedback as a crucial element in the 

learned helplessness/academics connection. This element 

seems to explain not only the lack of performance 

deficits, but also the three-way interaction noted. 

The perception of failure is a key element in the 

learned helplessness phenomenon, particularly when 

considering subjective attributions. When no direct 

external feedback is present, the individual/s 

perception of his or her performance may not para! lei 

the actual performance level. The items used in the 

study were multiple choice, wh1ch made guessing the 

correct answer a constant possibility. When a situation 

leaves determination of failure open to subjective 

Interpretation, as this one does, the individual is 

naturally be more resistant to the acquisition of 

learned helplessness. 

Three-way Interaction 

The other major issue that needs to be addressed is 

the meaning of three-way interaction. This interaction 

indicates that when the data is sorted according to the 

three factor matrix, a significant difference emerges in 

the patterns of the individual sub-groups. In other 

words, the ful I breakdown is important in a complete 

undrstanding of the results. 

When examined more closely, the data revealed that 

males performance patterns were irregular across 
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attributional style, while females/ patterns were 

consistant. As mentioned before, the most divergent 

pattern was for self-serving males. Only in this 

sub-group were performance levels better for Group B 

subJects. The other male sub-group <self-derogating 

males> showed the most dramatic difference between Group 

A and Group B subjects, with a mean score of 3.25 and 

2.00 repsectively. The challenge is explaining these 

varied patterns. 

The explanation may very wel I rest in two issues 

already touchea on, specifically, feedback and sex 

differences. In the area of mathematics, expectations 

for performance would tend to be different between the 

sexes. There has been evidence that differential 

reactions occur between males and females in response to 

lack of direct feedback for academic performance. Dweck 

and Licht <1980> have noted that negative attributions 

do not occur in girls even when their performance IS 

low if these errors are not noted by a teacher. In 

other words, if no direct feedback is present, negative 

attributions and learned helplessness are unlikely to 

occur 1n the face of failure. The fact that this 

applies specifically to females, would be in line with 

results of the present study. In a similar study, it 

was shown that boys, not girls, were likely to be 

negatively effected by peer evaluation of failure <Dweck 
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& Bush, 1976). Since the only feedback occuring in the 

experiment was a subjective estimation of the other 

subjects in the room, it would follow that males 1n our 

study would more affected by the exper1emental 

conditions. 

Another important question to address is why 

subjects were not motivated by the apparent success 

experienced from completing easy questions. It seems 

plausible that for those subjects receiving easy 

questions <Group B), the items were so unchallenging 

that subJects became complacent, and any motivation they 

experienced wore off. This, however, is not the case 

for self-serving males. This group appeared to be 

greatly motivated by the easy questions. Knowing that 

maies tend to be more competitive with their peers and 

that a self-serving style would lead to feelings of 

efficacy when succeeding at a task, one is not surprised 

to find that the motivation level for self-serving males 

is elevated by early successes. 

Summary 

In summary, the results of the study were quite 
. 

interesting, albeit opposite to those predicted. The 

factors of gender and attributional style were 

statistically significant beyond the .05 alpha level, 

and the three-way 1nteract1on of gender, attrlbutional 



style, and experimental condition was also significant 

beyond the .05 alpha level. 
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Although any explanation of these results are 

purely speculative at this time, they may be 

attributable to the motivating element of attempting a 

difficult task and to Jack of direct feedback. Since 

the test consisted of only twenty items and no direct 

feedback was provided, 1t may wel 1 be that the subJects 

never developed a sal lent feeling of failure. 

Following the l1ne of reasoning established, the 

following seems to be a plausible explaination for the 

findings in this study: 

Since no direct feedback of failure was present, 

learned helplessness was not generally experienced. 

Instead, subjects tended to be motivated by the 

difficult items. The overall result was that the 

initial exposure to either easy or difficult 

mathematical items had a varied effect on the subjects. 

The type of effect was dependent both upon gender and 

attributionai style. The subject matter probably playea 

a maJor role in the discrepancy between genders, ana 

there is also some support for the notion that gender 

also effects the type of impact feedback has on 

motivation and attributions. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

Why are some attribut1onal styles mot1vated by 

difficult questions while other styles are motivated by 

easy questions? Why do maies react differently than 

females in response to difficulty level type? To what 

degree does subject matter affect in these gender 

differences? To what degree does feedback type, or lack 

of, influence the results of the study? These questions 

may offer an ocean of potential research. 

Potential studies might involve testing the 

specific differential reaction to teaching styles. It 

may be that certain individuals are best motivated by 

challenging material while others are motivated by easy 

material. Other studies might exam1ne the role that 

direct feedback has on motivation, as opposed to 

indlrect or no feedback. The flndings of such research 

might have far-reaching implications. 
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APPENDIX A 

SEQUENTIAL NUMBERS (PILOT STUDY) 

FORM 1 
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1) .3 : .6 . 9 1.2 , . 
a) 1..:5 
b) 1.4 
c> 1. 23 
d) 1. 75 

2> 3 . 7 15 31 '! . 
a> 62 
b) 115 
c> 60 
d) 63 

3> 11 . 24 50 102 . ..... . 
a> 206 
b> 280 
c> 200 
d) 450 

4) 3328 . 832 208 52 ? . 
a> 8.66 
b> 13 
c> 11.55 
d) 26 

5) 6 . 30 : 150 750 ? . 
a> 3,750 
b) 3,500 
c> 1,300 
d) 2,250 



6) 

7) 

8) 

9> 

10> 

3,150 : 525 : 

a> 3.28 
b> 4.86 
C) 2.43 
d) 3.52 

30,000 : 5,975 

a> 34.26 
b) 16. 8 
c> 41.38 
d) 39 

8,400 : 4,204 

a> 588.5 
b) 532.5 
C) 528.5 
d) 523 

14 . 21 . 
a> 49 
b) 36 
c> 70 
d) 42 

12 : 8 . . 
a> • 25 
b) -2 
C) . s 
d) -4 

28 

4 0 

45 

87.5 14.58 ? 

1,170 209 ? 

2,106 1,0S7 ? 

35 '? 

? 
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11) 100 : 50 :::!5 12.5 ? 

a) 8 
b> 2.5 
c> 6.75 
d) 6.25 

12> 90 . 30 10 3.33 ? . 
a> 2.5 
b) 1. 11 
c> 3 
d) • 55 

13) 2 . 4 10 28 ? . 
a> 56 
b) 88 
C) 82 
d) 46 

14> 30 . 84 . 246 732 ? . . 
a> 2,145 
b) 2,190 
c) 3,564 
d) 964 

15) 300 . 223 146 69 ? . 
a> 6 
b) 23 
c> -a 
d> -49 



16> 750 ~ 615 

17) 

18) 

19) 

a> 210 
b) 280 
c> 225 
d) 220 

246 . 132 . 
a> 28.75 
b) 18.35 
c) 32.25 
d) 23 

24 . 63 : . 
a) 1.286 
b) 1,646 
C) 3,339 
d) 4,682 

2.5 : 4.0 

a> 9 
b) 12.5 
c> 8.5 
d) 9.75 

480 

75 

219 : 

5.5 

20) 1,083 : 846.3 

a> 146. 12 
b) 136.2 
c> 127.3 
d) 89.12 

47 

345 '1 

46.5 'l 

843 : ? 

7 ? 

609.6 : 372.9 ? 
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SEQUENTIAL NUMBERS (PILOT STUDY) 

FORM 2 
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1) 

2> 

3) 

4} 

5> 

4 : 20 : 100 

a) H'l00 
b) 750 
c) 2500 
d) 10,000 

100 : 89.5 

a> 42.4 
b) 58 
c> 54 
d) 32 

30 : 61 

a> 398 
b) 246 
c) 154 
d) 130 

5.3 . 3.6 . 
a> -.06 
b) . 1 
C) -1.5 
d) -1. 1 

4 : 7 13 

al 38 
b) 75 
c) 125 
d> 49 

92 

49 

500 '? 

79 68.5 ? 

123 '? 

1.9 . 2 '? 

25 I) 

• 
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6) 11 : "')"') ........ 33 44 ? 

a> 55 
b) 88 
c> 164 
d) 92 

7) . 3 . .6 . 9 1.2 ? . 
a> 1.5 
b) 1.4 
c> 1.05 
d) 1. 75 

8) 2,500 500 100 20 ? 

a) 2 
b) 15 
c) 16 
d) 4 

9) 5 . 12 26 54 ? . 
a> 110 
b) 168 
c) 98 
d) 102 

10) 3.5 : 14 56 224 ? 

a> 676 
b) 846.5 
c) 1120 
d) 896 



11) 2,010: 2,185 2. 360: 2. 535: ? 

a> 3,802.5 
b> 2,710 
c> 3,295.5 
d) 2,630 

12) . 84 : 1. 42 

a) 1. 92 
b) 3. 12 
c> 1. 89 
d) 2. 15 

13> 1500 : 305 

14) 

a> 8.64 
b) 6.06 
c> 4.55 
d) 3. 03 

6 . 7.25 . 
a> 19.5 
b) 18.25 
c> 14.25 
d) 11 

15) 200 : 390 

a> 4590 
b) 3660 
c> 3025 
d) 3050 

1. 71 1.85 

66 18.2 ? 

8.5 9.75 ? 

770 1530 ? 
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16> 1,000 . 778 . 
a> 112 
b) 224 
c> 92 
d) 212 

17) 4 : 10 : 25 

18) 

a) 156.25 
b) 187.5 
c> 87.5 
d) 250 

50 . 148 . 
a> 3,970 
b) 4,648 
c) 3.974 
d) 1.766 

19) 160 1 190 

a> 380 
b) 280 
c> 500 
d) 275 

20) 220 : 111 

a> 15. 62 
b) 7.02 
c> 21 
d) 12.65 

52 

556 334 ? 

62.5 1 

442 1324 ? 

220 250 ? 

56.5 29.25 ? 
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2> 

3) 

4) 

5) 

14 : 21 

a> 49 
b) 36 
c> 70 
d) 42 

90 ! 30 

a> 2.5 
b> 1. 11 
c> 3 
d) . 55 

28 

10 

1500 : 300 

a> 2.4 
b) 3 
c) • 15 
d) 6 

6 : 11 21 

a> 61 
b> 82 
c> 93 
d) 81 

362 : 178 

a> 13.33 
b) 27 
c) 21 
d) 17 

54 

35 ? 

3.33 ? 

60 12 ? 

41 ? 

86 40 ? 



6) 

7> 

8) 

9) 

10) 

30 . 25 20 . 
a> 8.5 
b) 10 
c> 5 
d) 12 

2,800 : 740 

a> 18.05 
b) 24.06 
c> 64.06 
d) 33.75 

1 : 10 : 100 

a> 3,605 
b) 10,000 
c> 1,010 
d) 1,000,000 

3,600 : 600 

a> 1. 38 
b) 2.38 
C) 2.77 
d) 3.33 

25 : 75 225 

a> 3375 
b> 2025 
C) 2725 
d) 13~0 

55 

15 '1 

225 96.25 ? 

1,000 ? 

100 . 16.66 ? . 

675 ? 



11) 4 . 20 : 100 500 ? . 
a) 1,000 
b) 750 
c> 2,500 
d) 10,000 

12) • 015 : • 045 

a> 1. 805 
b) 4.145 
c) • 845 
d) 1.215 

13) 3 : 7 15 

14) 

15) 

a> 62 
b) 115 
c> 60 
d) 63 

15 . 29.5 . 
a> 232.5 
b) 349.5 
c) 243.5 
d) 278 

. 8 . 3.2 . 
a> 409.6 
b) 153.6 
C) 307.22 
d) 204.8 

.135 .405 

31 ? 

58.5 116.5 

12.8 51.2 

56 

? 

? 

? 



16> 8400 : 4190 2085 

17) 

18) 

19> 

a> 444.16 
b) 506.25 
c> 532.25 
d) 565 

2 : 6.2 

a> 113 
b) 75.4 
c> 170 
d) 62.8 

30 . 75 . . . 
a> 1,910 
b) 1,075 
c> 1,775 
d) 1,830 

11,200 

a> 35 
b) 43.75 
c> 40.25 
d) 22.25 

20) 100 : 210 

a> 1640 
b) 980 
C) 1750 
d) 1, 090 

18.8 : 56.6 

210 . 615 . 

2,800 700 

430 870 

57 

1032.5 ? 

. ? . 

? 

. 175 ? . 

? 
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The test you will be t3k1ng on the following pages consizt3 of 

sequential number problems Ci.e. 3, 6, 9, 12, 7 - Ana. 15). The 

object of the problems is to determ1ne the pattern and complete the 

sequence. There will be four answer selections to choose from, and 

you circle the answer you feel is corr~ct. A sequence may be 

composed of a pa~~ern of either addition, subtraction, multiplicatio1 

division, or a combination of any two. For example: 

Addition 

2, 4, 6, 8, ? Answer: 10 Pattern: ... 2 

Subtraction 

25, 20, 15, 10, ? Answer: ~ Pattern: -5 

Multiplication 

4, 8, 16, 32, ? Answer: 64 Pattern: X 2 

Division 

120, 60, 30, 15, 7 Answer: 7.5 Pattern: 1/2 

Combination 

6, 10, 18, 34, '? Answer: 66 Pattern: x2. _"") .... 
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IDII 

----------~-----------

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. We are interested 

in collecting information about college students' mathematical reasoning 

abilities. Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you 

may withdraw from the study at any time. Your involvement in this study 

should take approximately 50-60 minutes and will consist of completing a 

mathematical reasoning test and questionnaires. All of your responses 

will be kept strictly confidential and anonymous. If you should have any 

questions about this study, please contact Gary Petiprin (372-9177) or Dr. 

Mark Johnson, Applied Beha~ioral Studies, (624-6036). Again thank you for 

for your participation. 

l. Sex Male ---
Female ---
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Instructions 
Circle the letter £or the correct answer. 

1) 1644 : 580.5 : 226 : 107.83 : ? 

2> 

3> 

4> 

5) 

a> 36.28 
b) 48.03 
c> 68.44 
d) 79.03 

42 : 81 

a> 1547 
b) 1248 
c> 1602 
d) 1788 

198 

288 : 163.25 

a> 54.09 
b) 37.34 
c> 3.78 
d) 35.34 

.38 : 5.26 

a> 103.58 
b) 73.58 
C) 87.22 
d) 112.28 

1500 . 305 . 
a> 8.64 
b) 6.06 
c) 4.55 
d> 3.03 

549 ? 

100.87 69.68 

15.02 34.54 ? 

66 18.2 ? 

? 

63 
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6> 

7> 

8) 

9> 

2,800 . 740 . 
a> 18.05 
b) 24.06 
c) 64.06 
d> 33.75 

.015 : .045 

a> L 805 
b) 4.145 
c) . 845 
d) 1.215 

30 : 75 . 210 . 
a> 1,910 
b) 1,075 
c> 1,775 
d) 1,830 

30,000 : 5,975 

a> 34.26 
b) 16. 8 
c> 41.38 
d) 39 

10> 8,400 : 4,204 

a> 588.5 
b) 532.5 
C) 528.5 
d) 523 

225 96.25 7 

.135 .405 7 

615 7 

1,170 209 7 

2,106 1,057 7 

Do Not Turn P~ge until instructed to. 
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11> 30 . 84 . . . 
a> 2,145 
b> 2,190 
C) 3,564 
d) 964 

12> 300 : 223 

a> 6 
b) 23 
c> -8 
d) -49 

13> 246 : 132 

14> 

a> 28.75 
b) 18.35 
c> 32.25 
d) 23 

24 : 63 

a> 1,286 
b> 1,646 
c> 3,339 
d) 4,682 

: 

246 

146 

75 

219 

15> 1,083 : 84G.3 

a> 146.12 
b> 136.2 
c> 127.3 
d) 89.12 

732 ? 

69 ? 

46.5 ? 

843 ? 

609.6 372.9 ? 

Do Hot Turn Page until instructed to. 
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16> 200 . 390 . 
a> 4590 
b) 3660 
c> 3025 
d) 3050 

17> 4 . 10 : . 
a> 156.25 
b) 187.5 
c> 87.5 
d) 250 

18> 220 : 111 

a> 15. 62 
b> 7.02 
c> 21 
d) 12. 65 

I 770 1530 

25 62.5 7 

56.5 29.25 

19> 3,600 : 600 100 16.66 

a> 1. 38 
b) 2.38 
c> 2.77 
d) 3.33 

20) 2 : 6.2 18.8 56.6 7 

a> 113 
b) 75.4 
C) 170 
d) 62.8 

66 

? 

7 
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Instructions 
Circle the letter £or the correct answer. 

1) 

2> 

3> 

4) 

5> 

4 . 20 . 100 . . 
a> 1000 
b) 750 
c) 2500 
d) 10,000 

100 : 89.5 

a> 42.4 
b) 58 
c> 54 
d) 32 

30 . 61 . 
a> 398 
b) 246 
c> 154 
d) 130 

4 . 7 . 
a> 38 
b> 75 
c> 125 
d) 49 

11 : 22 

a> 55 
b) 88 
c> 164 
d) 92 

13 

92 

33 

. 500 . 'l . . 

79 68.5 'l 

123 'l 

25 'l 

44 'l 

68 
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6> 

7) 

8) 

9> 

2,500 500 

a> 2 
b) 15 
c> 16 
d) 4 

160 : 190 

a> 380 
b) 280 
c> 500 
d) 275 

14 : 21 

a> 49 
b) 36 
c> 70 
d) 42 

220 

28 

1 : 10 : 100 

a> 3,605 
b) 10,000 
c> 1,010 
d) 1,000,000 

10) 3 : 7 15 31 

a> 62 
b) 115 
C) 60 
d> 63 

100 20 . ? . 

250 ? 

35 ? 

1,000 ? 

? 

Do Not Turn Page until instructed to. 
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11) • 3 . .6 . 
a> 1.5 
b) 1.4 
c) 1. 23 
d) 1. 75 

12) 11 : 24 

13> 

14> 

15> 

a> 206 
b) 280 
C) 200 
d) 450 

12 . 8 . 
a> • 25 
b) -2 
C) • 5 
d) -4 

100 . 50 . 
a) 8 
b) 2.5 
C) 6.75 
d) 6.25 

90 . 30 . 
a> 2.5 
b) 1. 11 
C) 3 
d) . 55 

70 

.9 1.2 ? 

50 102 ? 

4 0 ? 

25 12.5 ? 

10 3.33 ? 

Do Not Turn Page unti.l instructed to. 



16> 200 . 390 I . 
a> 4590 
b) 3660 
c> 3025 
d) 3050 

17) 4 : 10 : 25 

a> 156.25 
b) 187.5 
c> 87.5 
d) 250 

18) 220 : 111 

19> 

a> 15. 62 
b) 7.02 
C) 21 
d) 12. 65 

3,600 . . 
a> 1. 38 
b) 2.38 
c> 2.77 
d) 3.33 

600 

770 1530 

62.5 

56.5 29.25 

100 16.66 

20> 2 . 6.2 18.8 56.6 ? . 
a> 113 
b) 75.4 
c> 170 
d) 62.8 

71 
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ltialiUTIOKAL STT~t QUESiiOKKAI!E 

Dt!ECTICHS ID11 

ll !lud uc• sitcutin &nd Yhidlf ia&fill it h.lppuiag to rn. 
ll Dtcldt wll&t roa hlint wtald h th l&jor cnu ol tilt situtin if it h&pptlltd to roa. 
3! llritt th~s unt ill the blnk prnidtd. 
41 luwu thru qustioar &bOGt tht ll!l!· filli119 in!!! bobble par qustioa. 
~~ 'o oa to tilt urt situtioa. 
,, llritt oa tilt &aswtr shttt oalr. Plt&St do aot wtitt oa this ~aestioaa&irt. 

YOU llEET 1 FRIEKD 'JI1II CC!!Ptli!EHTS TOV 01 TOUI APPE.llliiCE. 

1l llr ita dowa tilt .w u jar cnu. 
ll Is tilt cnu tf ro•r friend's coapli111t d'llt to 
soltthia; &ba;t roa or so•ttllint &boat other ptoplt or 
circa•sunces! 

Toh!IT dat TotaliT du 
to other ptoplt 1 l 3 4 S ' 1 to •• 
ar eircnstucu 

3l Ia tilt !;tut whtll rn Ut wiU rnr fritni, will tllis 
c&lst 191ia bt ,raseat? 

Will unr 
&qlin h 
prunt 

1%345,7 
Will &!WITS 
h prauat 

4l Is tit c&ast so•tt~iaq th&t iast &fftcts iattr&ctiaq 
wtth frie11ds or dots it &!so illflatllct other &rt&s ol roar 
life? 

IIIIIUIICtS JUt 
this p&rticll&r t l 3 4 5 ' 7 

situtin 

lAfluacu 
ill Sita&tiOIIS 

ia If lilt 

YOU HlVt BEEII ~OOtl~ FOI l JOI UXSUCCESSFVttT FOI SORE 
TillE. 

51 llritt dOWI lht!!! Iliff Clift. 

0 Is tlll cnn tf you IUI~ctuf11 io• surd. 4at to 
soaet~inq &bott r•• or soltthint &boat other ptoplt tr 
~iaustucu! 

Tot&llf du Totally ••• 
te oiller pu,le 1 1 3 4 5 1 7 to u 
or eircnst&aeu 

71 !.1 the fa tart wlltll looti:q for 1 job, wi II this cnu 
lq&ill ,. ~riStllt! 

Will Uflr 
lfolill bt ,r uut 

liill 4llllfS 
h pruut 

I! Is t~t e&ut IOitt~i:q th&t jut inllaenctS loot::q for 
' ioi or hu it &!so illflunct otbtr &rtu of you Hit.! 

l11tlat11cu iut lallnn"s 
t~u ~utictl&r t % 3 4 S I 1 &!! sllaHias 

ututio• ia ay lilt 

S ITIJ1TIOHS 

YOU IECO!Ii VEIT U CH. 

fl Vrih doWI till 1U. a&jor cuse. 
Ill Is the c&ase of roar becoaing rich doe to soaetb:nq 

&bolt ''' or soaet•iag &boat other people or cir::ast,~e!s' 
Totally dat Tot&lly ::e 

to ttltr JIOJ lt I l 3 4 5 ' 1 t 0 II 

or circautuclf 

Ill Ill ro•r fia&aci&l !1tare, will this c&ase 1911: It 

JUStlt! 

Vi II antr 
,,,,. bt 

puna I 
11341,7 

liill &[Wi!S 
be pruut 

Ill Is tbt enu SGitthinq th&t jut dft:ts obtu::uq 
aontf tr dots it &1st iaflatllct other ~rt&f of roar li!e' 

laflotllcts jast ln!l~enees 

this puticalu I % 3 4 S I 7 &11 Sttut:Q!IS 
situ tin 

l rii£KD CC~ES iO YCV llliH l PROILtll AND !CU JON'~ 7!7 7: 
KEI.P TIIIlL 

131 Vritt doWI tbe !!1 aajor c&lst. 

\i) ls tile Clli'SI of fOU 1101 htlpillq fOU friUd 401 to 
so••t•i•t &bttt ftl or saatlki19 &Dtlt ot~er ptt9lt or 
cireaastncu! 

Tot&lly 4ae Tot&llr 4ae 

to o t lltr p ••• It 1 % 3 4 S ' 7 to at 
or circnstucas 

Ill !1 tb fahrt Whtl l frind CCIII tc fU WIth i 

problta, will· tbit cuu &q&ill h prunt! 
llill IIYit 19lil Will &!Wl!f 

~~ prnnt I % 3 4 S I 7 be pnsnt 

1'1 Is tilt c&ast soaetki119 that jast af!ects wi&t h~;pe~s 

WAIR I ftitl4 COlli to fOG with l probltl lr dotS It 4!50 
i111lunct other &reu $l roar ;He! 

l11fluacu i:st Inf!aeucu 
th1s puticalu 

ututioll 
&ll Htut t:ns 

t:1 ar ilfe 

-1-



TOU.CIVE 1K I!!OITAXT TAti IX FIOHT or l ClOUP AID THE 
lUDIEXtt IEltTS IEC1T1VEtT. 

171 ~rite dowa the !!! aaior eatst. 
Ill Is th c:un of lilt u4itlltt u&ttillt llt&thtly du to 
soattkiat a•••t r•• tr so .. t•i•t a•••t ollltr Jtople tr 
circastucu? 

Totl!ly ••• 
to otlllr pup It 
or circu.st&llcts 

Totally 4111 

t t 3 4 $ ' 7 to 11 

!fl Ia tilt fltue wlln 9iYi119 tllks, will this cause aqaia 
bt JUS til? 

~~ ll IUir 

&q&il bt 
pruellt· 

~ill LIW&JS 

l t l 4 S 6 7 bt praseet 

tO I Is tilt cnn soatllliaq tll&t iut ialluaces fiYiaq 
talts tr dots It &ls4 illflttact tiller areas If ro•r lift! 

laflataces jast lafiatllCts 
this p&rtical&r 1 1 3 4 $ 6 7 &11 sitl&tiots 

sitt&tita ia ay lilt 

YOU DO l PROJECT YKICK IS liCHtY Pll!SED. 

Z!l llrilt doWII tilt m aa;or caast. 
:11 Is tilt c&ast of bti:q pr&Lst4 dat to soattlli~q &boat 
roa or soatliiaq &boat otller ptoplt or circ:ast&aces' 

Ttt&lly itt Totallf dtt 
to ttllar ptoplt 1 1 3 4 5 ' 7 to 11 

or circnstu.cu 

131 Ill the latart wllta daiaq a Jtoitct, viii this catst 
aqaia bt prtstllt! 

'iill lift( 
&q&il be 
pttuat 

'iill dways 
I 1 l 4 $ ' 7 ~~ prestat 

HI Is tht Wist soattUag that jurt afftets doi119 'roitcts 
or deu it &In illflatllu other &rtu of roar lift! 

laflltiCtl ittl !llflltiCIS 
tkis plrticallr I 1 3 4 $ ' 7 all sita1tioar 

situatioe ill ay lift 

-2-
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TOV KEET l FIItHD WHO ACTS KOSTI~EtT TOVliDS YOU. 

ZSl iritt dowa tilt 2!11 a&jor cuu. 
HI Is th eaan ol.yotr !rind acti119 b.ostilt dat to 
soattlliaq allnt yn ·er soattki.aq abut othr puplt or 
circautuces! 

Totallf ••• Tot1lly due 
It other p11p it 1 Z 3 4 ! ' 7 to ae 
or circnstucu 

171 Ia tilt latart wlln iattncti19 with friends, will th1s 
CIISI &q&il •• ,flftlt! 

Vi!! 11ntr agaia Vii! &lnys 
h ,uuat l 3 4 S ' 7 bt present 

Ul Is th c&ast soattb.ill' thlt ;ut iallnlcts iD.ttnct:nq 
with !rita•• tr (ots it &!so iaflatact otlltr &raas of roar 
1 if., 

lafhtecu iut lilt latllCIS 
this p&rtictl&r 1 1 3 4 ! ' 7 &!! sita&tions 

ritut ita Ill If 1 i! I 

YOU t.\ll'T CET Att THE i'CU: DOME iillT OTHW 

1'1 Vrite doW!l the!!! a&ior t&lst. 
301 Is tht ClaSt of roar aot 91tti29 t~e wott done ~~! t; 
soattiing &boat roa or soatthiaq aboat other paop!e o: 
circnst&~cu! 

Tot&llf fat Total!! ~at 

It • t htr , .. , it 1 1 3 4 ! ' 7 t 0 •• 

er circu.stncu 

31 l Ia tit htut wlua doieq tiLt wort that tlhHs upeet, 
will t~is c&llt aqaia •• prtstat' 

Vill ''''' Vill alw&rs 
lflil •• 
puuat 

1 Z 3 4 S ' 7 h ~runt 

311 Is lilt Clift SOittlliaq thlt Jill &fltt\S ~Oillq wart 
th~t otlltts nptd of JOI or dots it alto illf Iunce ot!ur 
&rt&J If fOif {ift! 

laf lancn jut 1111 lances 
Ibis ,,rtica!ar 1 % 3 ~ S ' 7 111 sit~~t:,~s 

situtioa 



TOUI SPOUSE <BOTFIIEHD/CiltFIIEKDI HAS IEtl TRElTIHC TOU 
IID!lE ~OVIKI:r.Y. 

331 Yritt dewa lht !!! a&jor eatst. 
341 Is tkt ~'''' of roar spOilt (!Joyfriaa(/tirltriaa41 
truti19 J" atra lniatlf (It to soaatkiaq &!Jolt JOI tr 
soaathi19 &boat tlhtr ••oplt or eirc:ast&acas! 

Totally (at Tot&IIJ 4at 
to other pto' It I l 3 4 5 ' 1 to It 
ar eirnastncas 

3~1 In tht fatart inttr&~tioas •itk JOlt spoasa 
Cboyfrtaad/glrlfritadl, will this e111t &q&ia lt prtseat! 

Yi II unr Yi 11 ilwa ys 
aqain h 1 l 3 4 5 ' 7 bt ,runt 
pnstllt 

HI Is this enst soaetll.ilat th&t jut affac:ts ll.ow you 
spoast Cboyfritad/qirlfritadl tr11ts roa or dots it &!so 
iaflata~t tthtr ltt&t tf rear lift' 

Inflaaacts jast Iaflaeaees 
this p&rtical&r I 1 3 4 S ' 7 1!! sita&tioas 

si tutioa Ia •r lift 

TOU APPLY FOI 1 POSITIOK TRlT YOU.VlNT TEl! JADt! Ct.f., 
IMPOITlHT JOB, 'llDUATE SCKOOt lDKISSIOK, atc.l AKD TOU CtT 
!'!". 

37) Yritt dowa tht!!! a&jor c&tst. 
311 Is tht eaast of roar ttttiaq the positioa dat to 
soatthiaq &boat r•• or soaethiat &boat other ptoplt or 
ei reaas hnces! 

TohllT dat 
to othtr ptoplt I % 3 4 5 ' 1 
or ~ircaast&a(tS 

Totlll y dat 
tall 

Ul In tilt hhrt wll.ta &pplyiDf for & positioa, will this 
CIVIl &q&ill .t pttStlt1 

Yill ~tftt lf&il Viii &lw&ys 
h ,uuat l 3 4 5 ' 7 h ,rauat 

401 Is lht enu soattlliat tlllt jut lntlauc:as applyiaq 
for 1 pos1tio11 or dots it also iaflwtnce tllltr &rt&s ef roar 
lift! 

l~fl~taets just laflatncts 
this ~&rtieal&r t % 3 4 S ' 1 &!I situ&tioas 

situltoll ia ay lilt 

-3-
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YOU CO OUT OK 1 D1Tt 1ND IT 'OtS IADtr. 

411 Vritt dow tilt!!!! aajor euu. 
4%1 is lilt c&ast of tilt d&tt qoiaq bd!y du to soaethtnq 
&int Jot It s_oatUiaq &hat othtr peoplt or cireaastaces' 

Totally dtt Totally dve 
to otlltt pt~plt I 1 l 4 S I 7 to ae 
or eireaastueu 

43l In tilt f'llhrt wlltll d&lillf, will this cause &qu: :e 
pusut! 

Yi 11 nnr 
aqu11. be 
prutat 

1134Si7 
Yll I <l,., ys 

be prese~! 

441 Is tilt ~nu soattllillf tll.&t iast illflataees d&tiuq o: 
dots it also iaflatac:t otbtr &rt&s of roar life' 

lnf!atacu jut 
this p&rtical&r I % 3 4 5 I 1 

s i t'l&t in 

YOU CE'!" 1 IllS£. 

4~1 Vritt dowa lilt m uior enu. 

In! lunees 
&II sttuttons 

ill IT I :1 I 

4'1 Is t~t c&ast of f01t tttti~q l r&tst dot tc soae:~:~; 

&boat roo or soatthinq &ita! ot~tr people or :tre~ast<~"es' 

Tot&llf dat ~ot&llr ::e 
to othtr paoplt I 1 l 4 S I 1 to u 
or eitcnstuc:ts 

471 lt lilt fatan 01 you Job, viii tills uut &g&l: be 
puu.at! 

Vi 11 tntr 
&q&il h 
puuat 

1%34$17 
Viii li""'Y~ 

bt pruut 

411 Is this e&ast soatt~iaq that j;st 1f!t~ts qetttnq 1 

r&ist ot dots it &lst iAflatace other areas of yoar li!e' 
laf!vtacts iast laflataces 
this partic;l&r I 1 3 4 S I 7 all sit;•t:ons 

sih&tiOII 
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oompoa•d o£ a patt•rn o£ •ith•r addition, aubtraction, •ultiplioation, 

diviaion, or a co•bination o£ any two. For •x••Pl•: 

I 
Additjlon 

2, "· 6, a, ? 

Subtractjlon 

2:5, 20, 1:5, 10, ? Patt•rn: -:5 

MultiplicatjLon 

4, a. 16, 32, 1 

Division 

120, 60, 30, 1:5, ? Anaw•r: ~ Patt•rn: 1/2 

Combination 

6, 10, 18, 34, ? Patt.•rn: x2, -2 

Th•r• will b• £iv• it••• on ••ch pag•. Thia ia a tia•d t•at. 
You will hav• approxiaat.•ly 4:5 ••conda p•r it•• <3 111.1nut•• and 4S 
••conda p•r pag•>· Do not •ov• to th• n•xt pag•·unt.il tim• has 
b••n call•d and you hav• b••n inatruct.•d to advanc• to th• n•xt 
pag•. 
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